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Strategic Plan for 2015 

 

Where Are We Now? 

2014 

Average number of New Patient’s per month:     

Major source new patients     

Rate of Enrollment:       

Number of Yearly Plans       

OVA:          

PVA:          

Total Amount of Office Visits/Total NPs     

Total Amount of Office Visits/NPs Accepting Care   

Average adjustment/week for year:       

Inventory Income-Cost      
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Where Are We Going?  

Average number of New Patient’s per month:     

Major source new patients     

Rate of Enrollment:       

Number of Yearly Plans       

OVA:           

PVA:           

Total Amount of Office Visits/Total NPs    

Total Amount of Office Visits/NPs Accepting Care   

Average adjustment/week for year:       

Inventory Income-Cost      
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How Will We Get There? 

Mission statement: Our Mission is to provide excellent chiropractic 

care to help build a healthier community. 

Vision statement:   

We envision a community of people of all ages who are more vibrant, 

feel more empowered about life, and in general take less 

medication. More and more people under care. People who are 

getting their spines checked for subluxation have healthier lives, 

experience more ease, less stress, reach their maximum potential 

more easily. We take people from being half alive to feeling like they 

are living again.  Families under care have a better quality of life 

because they are more adaptable, more emotionally available, 

more peaceful, and happier.  People in our office are better able to 

participate in life, in their work, and in their passions.  

 

Values: 

 Providing high quality specific family care with the excellence we 

demand for our family 

 Honoring, respecting, delighting and nurturing our patients 

 Supporting the happiness and excellence of every member of our 

Team  

 Creating wealth through profits and growth 

 Giving back to your community 

 Practicing and advancing our environmental stewardship 

 Creating ongoing win-win partnerships with like-minded professionals 

 Promoting the health of families in our community through 

chiropractic education 
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Strengths: 

Reputation, clinical abilities, our knowledge, our rapport with people, 

our empathy, our current level of structure, procedures, our list: 

mailing and email, GBOT, strategic business alliances. 

Weaknesses: no consequences for doctors follow thru on some 

procedures, our physical health, our ROF, lack of training times, 

interoffice communication gaps, acquiring new patients, education 

and retention, getting too comfortable with current status. 

Opportunities: Groton Channel, resources in chiropractic, radio show, 

great local mentors and community. 

Threats: insurance audit, tax audit, injury, another chiropractor. 

Competitive advantage: We believe that services like MDs, PTs, OTs, 

massage therapists, yoga, Acupuncture, etc. are warranted and 

needed but there is NOTHING that takes the place of removing 

interference. We know from experience that the medical community 

has a lot to offer in terms of crisis care but that removing subluxations 

from the nervous system is vital to the improvement and the 

expression of life in the individual.  We acknowledge that our office is 

unique in that we offer a variety of adjusting experiences from low 

force to high force and base our style of adjusting and our care plans 

upon the individual rather than a cookie cutter middle practice.  Our 

caring individualized style creates trust and lifelong relationships in our 

practice.  

Long-term strategic objectives: These long-term strategic focus areas 

span a three-year (or more) time horizon. They answer the question of 

what you must focus on to achieve your vision. 
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Short-term goals/priorities/initiatives: 

Action items/plans:  

We put these right into our asana software assigning people and 

deadlines to the action steps. 

Scorecard:  

Financial assessment:  

 

Department to Assess and Improve Upon: 

Physical Space 

Teamwork behind the Desk 

New Patient Experience 

Report Process 

Office Hours 

Creating Standard Operating Procedures 

Inventory 

Wellness Plan Enrollment 

Spinal Care Workshop 

Quality Control for Care 

Marketing 

 


